
 

Zinn: An aggressive CEO makes a big difference
Rich Nass, Embedded Computing Brand Director

The CEO of nVidia, Jen-Hsun Huang, spends a lot of time talking
about how great his company is and how great their products are.
I’d likely agree with that assessment, but the discussion for this
week was whether it’s better to have an aggressive CEO verses
one that’s very quiet and laid back and, in theory at least, more enjoyable to work
with. Ray Zinn, who guided Micrel for 37 years falls into the middle of that
spectrum, but leaning more toward the laid… Continued...

Embedded University: Monitoring and Securing IoT Data and
Communications - Class 2 of "Device Management 101"
In our second class, we will begin at the heart of the Internet of Things - the
sending and receiving of data. Whether it is collecting a simple room
temperature reading or capturing a video frame for analysis, the IoT enables
us to collect huge amounts of data for analysis then send out data in the form
of commands or as human-readable data. Sponsored by: Wind River
Register Today

Designing control systems with multiple motors
Shinichi Suto, Cypress Semiconductor and Christian Harders, Cypress Semiconductor

In recent years, technological progress has led to rapidly growing
utilization of microcontrollers (MCUs) in a wide range of
applications, including washing machines, air conditioners, and
other home appliances. These products strongly benefit from high
efficiency and silent operation when being driven by modern motor
control algorithms. The presence of an MCU also facilitates machine-to-machine
communication for Internet of Things (IoT) applications, as well as control of the
complete appliance. In general, manufacturers can deliver appliances offering
higher efficiency, lower operational noise, and increased… Continued...
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Embedded Experts Podcast: ADAS, autonomous
drive, and processing horsepower

Rich Nass, Embedded Computing Brand Director and Brandon Lewis, Technology
Editor

This week, the self-appointed Embedded Experts, that being Brandon Lewis
and Rich Nass of Embedded Computing Design, discussed automotive
technologies. The duo got into autonomous driving and ADAS (Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems), which were both under the spotlight a few weeks ago at
CES, and brought in a special guest to help fill in the gaps: John Buzsek, a Senior
Manager for ADAS at Renesas. Topics include: Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) Autonomous Vehicles Processing SAE Levels of Autonomy
CES Uber [soundcloud url="https://api.soundcloud.com/tracks/303554269"
params="auto_play=false&hide_related=false&show_comments=true&show_user
=true&show_reposts=false&visual=true"… Continued...

Secure device design for IoT
Andrew Howard, Kudelski Security

In early January, D-link, a manufacturer of home wireless routers and webcams,
was sued by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) for not taking the necessary
steps to secure their products, leaving them open to attacks such as the recent
botnet events that compromised hundreds of thousands of home and enterprise
devices. This suit will hopefully serve as a wakeup call to Internet of Things (IoT)
device manufacturers about the ramifications of building and deploying poorly
secured systems.

Nixie tubes: Vintage tech for today
Jeremy Cook, Engineering Consultant

Nixie tubes, if you haven’t heard of them, are display devices that
look like vacuum tubes, but are actually filled with gas. When
electricity is applied to one of the characters inside, it appears to
glow, brightly displaying this information for all to see. The Burroughs Corporation
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originally introduced these tubes in the 1950s, and the name Nixie came from an
abbreviation for Numeric Indicator eXperimental-1. Production stopped in the U.S.
and Europe in the 1970s, and continued in Russia into the 1990s, as… Continued...

Embedded University: IoT Overview and the Major Issues - Class 1 of
Device Management 101 
In this lead-off class, we will briefly review the principles of the IoT and some
of the basic configurations that we may encounter (star with gateway, tree, and
mesh). We will look at the major issues we face as these networks become
more complex, including data issues, communication issues, device
monitoring and troubleshooting, and system security. Sponsored by: Wind
River
Register Today

Testing overload: Where do we go from here?
Walter Capitani, Rogue Wave Software

With the recent decision by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) that all
Boeing 787 Dreamliners must be reset every 21 days[1], it’s no wonder that
organizations are feeling the demands of testing – and testing efficiently. Many
companies in the embedded market are already using tools like static code
analysis (SCA) to help with testing, but with all the requirements and regulations
you have to wonder: “Have we reached testing overload?”

What to look for in a DAC
Tiffany Rowe, Seek Visibility

These days, most of us get our music digitally. Whether that music
comes from a streaming service like Spotify or Pandora, a CD
played on a player, or from a downloaded file from a source like
iTunes, it has one major feature: in order to be audible, the digital file must be
transmitted through a digital to analog converter (DAC). Digital signals are little
more than a series of 1s and 0s, and in the case of recorded music, are arranged
in a particular… Continued...

Fanless or forced-air? Latest Intel and ARM
chipsets give embedded system designers more
choices
Kenny Kuo, DFI Tech

Fanless systems are attractive to embedded system designers for
many applications. They have fewer moving parts, are more
reliable, and work in applications without proper airflow conditions.
Today’s low-power ARM and Atom processors allow ever-higher
levels of performance in fanless systems. Less known are several
lower power Intel Core i processors that achieve the same goal.
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The higher-end Core i processors are also expanding the capabilities of forced
air-cooled systems. In this articles, we will discuss the different types of
processors and their effects… Continued...

Five Minutes With…Gregor Bleimann, President,
Connected Development

Rich Nass, Embedded Computing Brand Director

In this week’s Five Minutes with…segment, I put Gregor Bleimann,
President of Connected Development on the hot seat. The reason
being was that he’s brand new to the company, about three weeks
in, so I wasn’t sure how he’d handles the questions. Connected
Development , a spin-out from Multi-Tech Systems , is focusing on
the Industrial IoT, one of the areas that has a huge potential. At least that’s my
opinion, one that Gregor seemed to agree with. Continued...

Mechatronic test benches − Growing trend for
validating control systems

Jace Allen, dSPACE Inc.

To validate complex vehicle control systems the mechanical
components must be put to the test, which can be a time-
consuming and expensive process. As automotive manufacturers
look for more efficient solutions, there is a growing trend towards utilizing
mechatronic test benches. Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) technology has become
the main backbone of engineering processes used to develop and test
mechatronics.

Semiconductor foundations for connected device
security

Brandon Lewis, Technology Editor

Foundational security for Internet of Things (IoT) devices starts in
silicon, a realization that can be seen today as semiconductor
companies ramp up production of integrated circuits (ICs) that
either incorporate security functions or act as complete standalone
cryptographic devices themselves.
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